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ABSTRACT
We study light curves and spectra (equivalent widths of the iron line and some other
spectral characteristics) which arise by reflection on the surface of an accretion disc,
following its illumination by a primary off-axis source — an X-ray ‘flare’, assumed
to be a point-like source just above the accretion disc resulting in a spot with radius
∆r/r . 1. We consider General Relativity effects (energy shifts, light bending, time
delays) near a rotating black hole, and we find them all important, including the light
bending and delay amplification due to the spot motion. For some sets of parameters
the observed reflected flux exceeds the observed flux from the primary component.
We show that the orbit-induced variations of the equivalent width with respect to its
mean value can be as high as 30% for an observer’s inclination of 30◦, and much more
at higher inclinations. We calculate the ratio of the reflected flux to the primary flux
and the hardness ratio which we find to vary significantly with the spot phase mainly
for small orbital radii. This offers the chance to estimate the lower limit of the black
hole spin if the flare arises close to the black hole.
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1 INTRODUCTION
X-ray spectral measurements of the iron line and the un-
derlying continuum provide a powerful tool to study accre-
tion discs in active galactic nuclei (AGN) and Galactic black
holes (for a review see Fabian et al. 2000; Reynolds & Nowak
2003). If a line originates by reflection of the primary con-
tinuum, then its observed characteristics may reveal rapid
orbital motion and light bending near the central black hole.
Spectral characteristics can be employed to constrain the
black hole mass and angular momentum. A particularly im-
portant role is played by the equivalent width (EW), which
reflects the intensity of the line versus the continuum flux as
well as the role of General Relativity effects in the source.
In order to reduce the ambiguity of results one needs to per-
form spectral fitting with self-consistent models of both the
line and continuum.
Some AGN are known to exhibit EW greater than ex-
pected for a “classical” accretion disc. Enhanced values for
the EW can be obtained by assuming an anisotropical dis-
tribution of the primary X-rays (Ghisellini et al. 1991), sig-
nificant ionization of the disc matter (Matt, Fabian & Ross
1993) or iron overabundance (George & Fabian 1991). Mar-
tocchia & Matt (1996) and Martocchia et al. (2000) found,
using an axisymmetric lamp-post scheme, an anticorrelation
between the intensity of the reflection features and the pri-
mary flux. When the primary source is at a low height on
the disc axis, the EW can be increased by up to an order of
magnitude with respect to calculations neglecting General
Relativity effects. When allowing the source to be located
off the axis of rotation, an even stronger enhancement is ex-
pected (Dabrowski & Lasenby 2001). Miniutti et al. (2003)
and Miniutti & Fabian (2004) have realised that this so-
called light bending model can naturally explain the puz-
zling behaviour of the iron line of MCG–6-30-15, when the
line saturates at a certain flux level and then its EW starts
decreasing as the continuum flux increases further. Clear
understanding of the interplay between the primary and the
reprocessed components is therefore highly desirable.
In our previous paper (Dovcˇiak et al. 2004a), we have
proposed that the orbiting spot model could explain the
origin of transient narrow lines, which have been reported
in some AGN X-ray spectra (Turner et al. 2002; Guainazzi
2003; Yaqoob et al. 2003) and widely discussed since then.
The main purpose of the current paper is to present accu-
rate computations of time-dependent EWs and other spec-
tral characteristics within the framework of the spot model,
taking into account a consistent scheme for the local spec-
trum reprocessing. The main difference from previous papers
is that the current one connects the primary source power-
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law continuum with the reprocessed spectral features. Both
components are further modified by relativistic effects as the
signal propagates towards an observer.
In Section 2 we describe the model and we summarize
the equations and the approximation used. In Section 3 we
present the results of our calculations. The final conclusions
are drawn in Section 4.
2 MODEL SET-UP AND EQUATIONS
2.1 Model approximations and limitations
We examine a system composed by a black hole, an accretion
disc and a co-rotating flare with the spot underneath (Collin
et al. 2003; see Fig. 1). The gravitational field is described
in terms of Kerr metric (Misner, Thorne & Wheeler 1973).
Both static Schwarzschild and rotating Kerr black holes are
considered. The co-rotating Keplerian accretion disc is ge-
ometrically thin and optically thick, therefore we take into
account only photons coming from the equatorial plane di-
rectly to the observer. We further assume that the matter
in the accretion disc is cold and neutral.
A flare is supposed to arise in the disc corona due to a
magnetic reconnection event (e.g. Galeev, Rosner & Vaiana
1979; Poutanen & Fabian 1999; Merloni & Fabian 2001; Cz-
erny et al. 2004). Details of the formation of the flare and its
structure are not the subject of the present paper instead we
assume that the flare is an isotropic stationary point source
with a power-law spectrum. It is located very near above
the disc surface and it co-rotates with the accretion disc.
We also assume that the single flare dominates the intrinsic
emission for a certain period of time.
The question of the flare height above the accretion
disc is still unresolved. Although there are some similari-
ties between the reconnection events that are responsible
for solar flares and those in accretion discs (Romanova et
al. 1998; Czerny et al. 2004), it is not yet clear to what
height the magnetic loops can rise in the latter case. For ex-
ample, Dabrowski & Lasenby (2001) assumed a large height
(h(r) ≃ 1–2Rg) of the flare above the inner disc region and
they performed the ray tracing from the flare towards the
disc surface and further to the observer. On the other hand,
here we assume that the flare height is less than the grav-
itational radius, which seems to be substantiated by the
condition of equipartition between the magnetic and gas
pressure, but the confirmation will need coupled radiation-
magnetohydrodynamic computations, which have been only
recently started (e.g. Blaes et al. 2006). The small height al-
lows us to simplify the calculations of the disc irradiation by
neglecting the light-bending on primary rays, so that we can
study off-axis flares and manage the time-dependent evolu-
tion of the observed flux, EW and other characteristics.
The spot represents the flare-illuminated part of the
disc surface. The flare can be viewed as a lamp. The repro-
cessed photons are re-emitted from only those parts of the
disc that are illuminated by the flare. Therefore the spot
does not share the differential rotation with the disc mate-
rial. It is considered to be a rigid two dimensional circular
feature, with its centre directly below the flare. However,
the matter in the disc lit by the flare is in Keplerian orbits
at the corresponding radii, thus it has different velocities at
flare
accretion
discspot
black hole
to the
observer
Figure 1. A sketch of the model geometry (not to scale). A
localized flare occurs above the disc, possibly due to magnetic
reconnection, and creates a spot by illuminating the disc surface.
The resulting ‘hot spot’ co-rotates with the disc and contributes
to the final observed signal by reprocessing the primary X-rays.
different parts of the spot. This is important when calcu-
lating the transfer function for the observer in the infinity.
Because the flare is very close to the disc, the spot does not
extend far from below the flare. Only photons emitted into
the lower hemisphere reach the disc. We assume the open-
ing angle of the illuminating cone to be 89◦ which means
we lose less than 2% of these photons. We neglect the pho-
tons emitted into the upper hemisphere directed towards the
black hole that could possibly reach the disc behind it. We
approximate the photon trajectories between the flare and
the spot by straight lines. We do not consider the energy
shift and abberation due to the different motion of the flare
and the illuminated disc matter. As far as the illumination
is concerned we consider the flare and the spot to be in the
same co-moving reference frame. Thus the illumination of
the spot is approximated by a simple cosine law in the lo-
cal Keplerian frame co-moving with the matter in the spot
and decreasing with the distance from the flare (i.e. illumi-
nating flux ∼ µ3i /h
2, where µi is the cosine of the incident
angle in the local Keplerian frame and h is the height of the
flare above the disc). Furthermore we neglect the time delay
between the photon’s emission from the flare and its later
re-emission from the spot.
The intrinsic (local) spectra from the spot were com-
puted by Monte Carlo simulations considering multiple
Compton scattering and iron line fluorescence in a cold, neu-
tral, constant density slab with solar iron abundance. We
used the NOAR code for these computations (see Section 5
of Dumont et al. 2000 and Chapter 5 of Goosmann 2006).
The local flux depends on the local incident and local emis-
sion angles, hence the flux changes across the spot. Here and
elsewhere in the text we refer to the quantities measured in
the local frame co-moving with the matter in the disc as
“local”.
The local flux consists of only two components — the
flux from the primary source (the flare) and the reflected
flux from the spot. The latter one consists of the reflection
continuum (with the Compton hump and the iron edge as
the main features) and the neutral Kα and Kβ iron lines.
No other emission is taken into account.
c© 2007 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10
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As far as the photon trajectories from the spot to the
observer are concerned, all general relativistic effects — en-
ergy shift, aberration, light bending, lensing and relative
time delays — are taken into account. We assume that only
the gravity of the central black hole influences photons on
their travel from the disc to the observer. This allows us
to define a relatively simple scheme in which different in-
tervening effects remain under full control and can be well
identified.
2.2 Model predictions for the observed flux
The observed energy flux from the finite size spot on the
accretion disc, F , can be computed from the local energy
flux, f (Dovcˇiak 2004; Dovcˇiak et. al. 2004b),
F (E, t) =
Z
Σ
dS f(E/g; r,ϕ; te)G(r,ϕ), (1)
where dS = r dr dϕ is an area element on the disc,
te(t, r, ϕ) = t− δt(r, ϕ) (2)
is the emission time, δt is a relative time delay with which
photons emitted at different places on the disc reach the ob-
server (we use Boyer-Lindquist spheroidal coordinates; Mis-
ner et al. 1973). Note that we use the specific energy flux (not
the photon flux) per unit solid angle (not per unit area), i.e.
F ≡ E dN(E)/(dtdE dΩ). Hence the units are keV/s/keV
for spectra (keV/s for integrated energy flux in light curves).
One can get the flux per unit area of the detector by dividing
our results by the distance of the source squared.
In a classical (non-relativistic) case, when there is no
light bending and aberration, the relative time delay would
be δt(r,ϕ) = r sin θ sinϕ (the observer is located in the di-
rection ϕ = −90◦). The transfer function (see Cunningham
1975) for an extended source is G = g2 l µe, where g denotes
the combined gravitational and Doppler shift, l is lensing
and µe is the cosine of the local emission angle at the disc
(measured with respect to the frame co-moving with the
disc). All these functions depend on the place of the emission
(r and ϕ on the disc). Because the local flux is coming from
an orbiting spot it is useful to use coordinates co-moving
with the spot’s centre. The observed flux is then
F (E, t) =
Z
Σ
dSe f(E/g; r, ϕ; te)G(r,ϕ) kt(r, ϕ), (3)
where dSe = r dr dϕe with
ϕe = ϕ− ωe [t− δt(r,ϕ)]. (4)
This equation defines ϕ in eq. (3) as a function of ϕe and
t. The angular velocity ωe is the angular velocity of the
spot. The factor kt arises from the coordinate transforma-
tion ϕ → ϕe (it is connected with the time delays). This is
due to the spot moving in its orbit towards or away from
the observer and due to the fact that the light rays emitted
from different places on the disc are differently bent, thus
acquiring different travel times. Therefore we will refer to
this factor as the delay amplification,
kt(r, ϕ) =
»
1 + ωe
∂(δt)
∂ϕ
(r, ϕ)
–−1
. (5)
Similarly as for the spot emission one gets an expression
for the observed energy flux from the primary source, the
flare, which we suppose is a point-like source
Fp(E, t) = f(E/g; te)Gp(r,ϕ) kt(r, ϕ). (6)
Here,Gp = g
3 l is the transfer function for a point-like source
and the emission time te together with the azimuthal coordi-
nate ϕ are both functions of the observer’s time t as defined
in eqs. (2) and (4) with ϕe = 0.
2.3 The intrinsic emission of the flare and the
spot
We define the primary emission to be
fp(E) ≡ E
dNp(E)
dtdE dΩp
= E1−Γ, (7)
where Γ is a photon number density power-law index.
The energy flux of reflected photons is
fr(E,µi, µe,Φe −Φi) ≡
E dNr(E)
dtdE dS⊥dΩe
= nr E
µ3i
h2
1
µe
, (8)
where
nr(E,µi, µe,Φe −Φi) =
dNr(E)
dtdE dΩpdΩe
. (9)
is the photon number density flux of the reflected radia-
tion emitted into the solid angle dΩe if the incident light
rays come from the solid angle dΩp. In eq. (8) we used the
fact that the solid angle dΩp corresponds to the area dS⊥
perpendicular to the light ray emitted from the spot in the
following way:
dS⊥ =
dS⊥
dS
dS
dSi⊥
dSi⊥
dΩp
dΩp = µe
h2
µ3i
dΩp. (10)
Here, h is the height of the primary source above the disc,
dS is the area of the spot lit by the emission coming from
the solid angle dΩp, dSi⊥ is the corresponding area perpen-
dicular to the incident light ray and µi is the cosine of the
incident angle. All these quantities are evaluated in the local
reference frame co-moving with the disc.
As mentioned earlier, the emitted photon flux nr was
calculated by Monte Carlo simulations. In our computations
we used pre-calculated tables of nr(E,µi, µe) which were av-
eraged over the difference between incident and emitted az-
imuthal angles Φ = Φe − Φi.
2.4 The equivalent width, ratio of reflected and
primary fluxes, hardness ratio
Because the flare is very near above the disc the spot receives
the light emitted downward to almost the whole half-space.
The local equivalent width of the spectral line is
EWloc(µe) =
R
dSµe
R
dE fLr (E)R
dSµefCr (EL) + fp(EL)
=
R
dE n¯Lr (E,µe)E
n¯Cr (EL, µe)EL + E
1−Γ
L /2pi
, (11)
where we defined an average of both the line (nLr ) and con-
tinuum (nCr ) part of the local photon flux emitted by a point
source into the half-space as
n¯r(E,µe) ≡
1
2pi
Z 2pi
0
dΩp nr(E,µi, µe,Φ)
c© 2007 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10
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Figure 2. Left: The local equivalent width without taking the
primary flux into account as a function of the direction of emis-
sion. Right: The same as in the left panel but with the flux from
the primary source included.
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Figure 3. Left: The ratio of the locally emitted energy flux in
the direction µe to the primary flux. The fluxes are integrated in
the energy range 3–10 keV. Right: The local hardness ratio of
the fluxes in the ranges 6.5–10 keV (Fh) and 3–6.5 keV (Fs).
=
1
2pi
Z 1
0
dµi
Z 2pi
0
dΦnr(E,µi, µe,Φ) . (12)
The dependence of the local equivalent width on the emis-
sion angle is shown in Fig. 2.
In the relativistic case the equivalent width is
EW(t) =
R
dSeGktg
R
dE fLr (E)R
dSeGkt fCr (Ec/g) +Gspk
s
t fp(Ec/gs)
≈
g
R
dE n¯Lr (E,µe)E
n¯Cr (EL, µe)EL + E
1−Γ
L /2pi
= g(t) EWloc(µe(t)) . (13)
A factor g in the numerator accounts for integration of the
line flux over local energy. Note that the amplification func-
tion for the primary flux is taken at the spot centre (denoted
by index ‘s’), whereas this function for the line and reflected
continuum emission is changing throughout the spot. In the
transformation from coordinate area dSe to the local solid
angle dΩp we used the fact that the local area will differ from
the coordinate one by the g-factor. The centroid energy in
eq. (13) is defined as
Ec(t) =
R
dE FLr (E)ER
dE FLr (E)
≈ g(t)EL (14)
with FLr (E) being the observed energy flux in the line. The
approximations in eqs. (13) and (14) hold only for a very
small “effective” spot (by which we mean a patch of the
disc from which photons arrive simultaneously; the observed
spot shape is deformed by the time delays). In that case the
energy shift g and the overall amplification Gkt change only
slightly throughout the spot and can be represented by their
values at the centre of the spot, gs and G
skst, respectively.
The local ratio of the reflected emission to the primary
radiation within the energy range 〈E1, E2〉 is
Fr
Fp
˛˛
˛˛
loc
(E1, E2, µe) =
R
dSµe
R
E2
E1
dE fr(E)R
E2
E1
dE fp(E)
=
2pi(2− Γ)
R
E2
E1
dE n¯r(E,µe)E
E2−Γ2 −E
2−Γ
1
. (15)
The dependence of the ratio of the reflected and primary
radiation on the emission angle is shown in the Fig. 3. In
the relativistic case we find
Fr
Fp
(E1, E2, t) =
R
dSeGkt
R
E2
E1
dE fr(E/g)
Gspk
s
t
R
E2
E1
dE fp(E/gs)
≈
2pi(2− Γ)
R
E2
E1
dE n¯r(E/g, µe)E
gΓ(E2−Γ2 − E
2−Γ
1 )
=
kr(E1, E2, t)
g(t)Γ
Fr
Fp
˛˛
˛˛
loc
(E1, E2, µe(t)) (16)
with the coefficient kr(E1, E2, t) being
kr(E1, E2, t) ≡
R
E2
E1
dE n¯r(E/g(t), µe(t))ER
E2
E1
dE n¯r(E,µe(t))E
. (17)
Again, the approximation in eq. (16) holds true only when
the spot is small.
The last property we will discuss is the hardness ratio.
The dependence of the local hardness ratio, i.e. the ratio of
the hard flux Fh in the energy range 〈E2, E3〉 to the soft flux
Fs in the energy range 〈E1, E2〉,
Fh
Fs
˛˛
˛˛
loc
(µe) = k
Fr
Fp
˛˛
˛
loc
(E2, E3, µe) + 1
Fr
Fp
˛˛˛
loc
(E1, E2, µe) + 1
, (18)
on the emission angle is shown in Fig. 3. Note that the pri-
mary and both components of the reflected spectrum, line
as well as continuum, are taken into account. The k factor
is defined as the ratio of the hard and soft primary fluxes,
k =
Fp(E2, E3)
Fp(E1, E2)
. (19)
In the relativistic case we get
Fh
Fs
(t) = k
Fr
Fp
(E2, E3, t) + 1
Fr
Fp
(E1, E2, t) + 1
≈ k
kr(E2, E3, t) g(t)
−Γ Fr
Fp
˛˛
˛
loc
(E2, E3, µe(t)) + 1
kr(E1, E2, t) g(t)−Γ
Fr
Fp
˛˛
˛
loc
(E1, E2, µe(t)) + 1
. (20)
3 RESULTS
3.1 Effects of General Relativity
The transfer function and delay amplification tell us how
much the local flux from the flare and the spot is amplified
when observed at infinity. Both of these functions depend
on the location on the disc where the observed photons are
c© 2007 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–10
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Figure 4. Several important functions changing within one orbital timescale T for the Schwarzschild (top panels) and the Kerr (bottom
panels) black hole. The radius of the orbit is at 7GM/c2 for the Schwarzschild black hole and 3GM/c2 for the Kerr black hole. The
initial time corresponds to the detection of the first photon. The flare and the spot are initially moving from the observer (ϕ = 0◦). The
dashed, dotted and solid lines correspond to the inclination of the observer 30◦, 60◦ and 85◦. Left: The lag (gain) angle −ωeδt due to
the positive (negative) time delay δt with which photons arrive to the observer. The solid and dotted lines correspond to the relativistic
and classical cases, respectively. The lines for 30◦, 60◦ and 85◦ are shown in the order of an increasing amplitude. Middle left: The
relativistic energy shift. Middle right: The lensing. Right: The cosine of the emission angle. The cosine of the observer’s inclination
angle is also shown by the straight lines.
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Figure 6. The light curves of the observed emission from the flare and the spot for the energy range 3–10 keV for the Schwarzschild
(top) and the Kerr (bottom) black hole and observer’s inclination angles 30◦, 60◦ and 85◦ (from left to right). The primary emission,
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Figure 7. The observed spectra averaged over one orbit computed for the same set of parameters as in Fig. 6. Here, the observed line
flux is shown on top of the spot continuum emission.
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emitted. Therefore one needs to know where the spot was at
the time when a particular observed photon was emitted, in
other words one must know the dependence ϕ(ϕe, t) given by
eq. (4). If the spot is locally moving with a constant velocity,
the observer at infinity sees that the spot changes its veloc-
ity, due to its motion and different time delays with which
the emitted photons are observed. Thus the spot seems to
either fall behind or overrun the position it should have if all
photons arrive with the same time delay (see the left panel
in Fig. 4 for ϕe = 0). This is true even in the classical case.
The differences between the classical and relativistic cases
can be very large especially for the closer orbits of the spot,
larger observer’s inclination angle and faster rotating black
hole.
The transfer function consists of several components —
the energy shift g, the lensing l and for an extended source
also the emission angle µe. The contribution of each of these
components to the transfer function for our set of parameters
can be seen in Fig. 4 (taken for the position of the flare or
centre of the spot).
We show the magnitude of General Relativity effects
for the Schwarzschild (a = 0GM/c3) black hole and the
extremally spinning Kerr1 (a = 0.998GM/c3) black hole,
assuming different inclinations of the observer and setting
the primary flare at a small height h above the disc (typically
h = 0.015GM/c2, resulting in the spot radius 0.86GM/c2).
The power-law photon index of the primary radiation is Γ =
1.9 and the spot is illuminated by photons emitted within a
downwards directed cone (with the half-opening angle 89◦).
The energy shift, g-factor, can either amplify or dimin-
ish the observed flux. The latter is the case for the whole
orbit for the inclination θo = 30
◦ which is due to the fact
that the spot orbits very close to the black hole and gravi-
tational redshift prevails over the Doppler shift.
The lensing effect has the largest amplification contri-
bution for the inclination 85◦ whereas we can neglect it for
the lowest inclination of 30◦. In the middle case (θo = 60
◦)
its effect is comparable to other amplification parameters.
The emission angle is important for the extended source
not only as part of the transfer function but also as a variable
that the reflected component fr of the local flux depends on
heavily, as can be seen from the left panel in the Fig. 3 —
the local flux changes by one order of magnitude for the full
range of angles. The emission angle can change dramatically
for higher inclinations during the whole orbit, and for θo =
85◦ in the Kerr case it acquires almost all possible values.
The delay amplification plays an important role in mod-
ifying the local flux as can be seen from the left panels in
Fig. 5. As described earlier, according to the observer, the
spot spends more time in certain parts of the orbit than in
the others and, as a consequence, less photons per unit ob-
servers time is detected. The kt factor has a larger maximum
in the Kerr case. It is mainly due to the fact that the spot
orbits with a larger velocity being closer to the black hole.
From the middle and right panels in Fig. 5 one can see
1 We use the value a = 0.998GM/c3 because it is usually ac-
cepted as astrophysically the most extremal case of a rotating
black hole. The exact value for the extremal spin of the astro-
physical black hole is rather model-dependent although close to
0.998GM/c3 for a standard disc (see Thorne 1974).
what is the overall observed amplification of the local flux
from the centre of the spot (extended source) and from the
flare (point source). Because the overall amplification of the
flare’s flux has one g-factor more, the flux from the flare
is more amplified where g > 1 and less in the other case.
For larger inclinations the overall amplification has a larger
maximum in the Kerr case, because of the larger lensing
effect, Doppler shift and delay amplification, whereas for
lower inclinations it is lower because of the much smaller
gravitational shift.
3.2 Spectral characteristics of the observed signal
The observed light curves computed for the 3–10 keV en-
ergy range can be seen in the Fig. 6. The light curves are
influenced mainly by the overall amplification factor (trans-
fer function and delay amplification) and by the dependence
of the local flux on the emission angle. The primary emis-
sion dominates the observed flux as expected, meanwhile
the reflected flux in the Fe lines from the spot contributes
less. There is an exception in this behaviour, though, for
some parts of the orbit in the Kerr case, when the reflected
flux from the spot exceeds the flux of the primary (see cases
θo = 60
◦, 85◦).
Fig. 7 shows the mean spectra taken over the whole or-
bit. The line is smeared when taken over the whole orbit. As
it is well known (Iwasawa et al. 1996) in the Schwarzschild
case the line stays above 3 keV, while in the Kerr case it
can be shifted even below this energy (as is the case for all
inclinations for the spot orbit at 3GM/c2). The iron edge
is smeared in all studied cases and the dominance of the
primary emission is evident.
In order to quantify the properties of the observed spec-
tra let us look at the equivalent width, ratio of the observed
reflected and primary components, and the hardness ratio
(Figs. 8 and 9).
A closer look at the EW reveals that it does not much
differ from its local value except for the Kerr case with an
observer inclination of 85◦. From eq. (13) it follows that the
observed EW should be equal to the local one multiplied by
the g-factor for a small spot, but this is not true in our case
when we take also the primary emission into account. This
is due to the fact that the relationship Gkt ≈ G
skst does
generally not hold true. Only in the reflection the factors
Gkt for the continuum and the line components cancel each
other, hence if we compute the EW for the reflected emission
only, then it does behave as the local one times g.
For the spot close to the black hole (r = 3GM/c2) the
EW is changing with respect to its mean value by 30% even
for a low inclination angle 30◦. For an almost edge-on disc
it can vary by as much as 200%.
The observed ratio of the reflected flux to the primary
flux is amplified when compared to the local one. Again, the
approximation of a small spot cannot be used. The amplifi-
cation is the highest in the Kerr case with θo = 85
◦ — the
ratio is increased by more than one order of magnitude. Note
that in the Kerr case, for the inclinations 60◦ and 85◦ the
ratio of the observed reflected flux to the observed primary
flux is larger than unity, meaning the reflected component
prevails over the primary one. Because the primary flux is
energy-dependent (a power-law), this ratio depends on en-
ergy, too. One can ask what is the maximum and the min-
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imum value of this ratio over the whole orbit. The energy
dependence of this ratio is shown in the middle right (includ-
ing the line emission) and right (without the line) panels in
Fig. 8. If the reflected continuum were without features (Fe
lines and the edge), the ratio would just slightly decrease
with energy because of the power-law local primary flux (see
e.g. 5–8 keV and above 10 keV regions for θo = 85
◦, top
line, in the Schwarzschild case). The Fe edge causes more
complicated behaviour of this ratio when it influences the
minimum (see 8–10 keV region for θo = 85
◦, top line, in the
Schwarzschild case), or (together with the flux originating
in the iron line) the maximum (see e.g. 3.8–6.3keV and 4.3–
5.2keV region for θo = 30
◦, bottom line, in Schwarzschild
case).
To evaluate the hardness ratio we compared the fluxes
in between 3–6.5 keV (soft component, Fs) and 6.5–10 keV
(hard component, Fh). The hardness ratio is amplified when
we compare it with the local hardness ratio (Fig. 3 and
the left panel in Fig. 9). The amplification is the largest
in Kerr case. The value of the k-coefficient in eqs. (18) and
(20) defined by the primary flux is for these energy ranges
k = 0.59. The local hardness ratio is larger than this value
only by a multiplicative factor 1.01–1.05, whereas the ob-
served hardness ratio has a maximum larger by ≈ 1.2 in the
Schwarzschild case, and by more than 1.5 in the Kerr case.
The sudden increase in the observed hardness ratio around
the time t/T = 0.5 in Schwarzschild case and t/T = 0.4
in Kerr case is due to the fact that the Fe Kα line passes
from the soft to the hard component and back because of
the Doppler shift. The flux–flux graph is shown in the mid-
dle panel of Fig. 9 where the line with the slope equal to
k = 0.59 is shown as well. Points for all inclinations are in-
cluded in this graph. The deviation from this line is shown
in the right panel of the same figure. The points in the flux
to flux graph (for different emission angles) for the local flux
lie close to the line with the slope ≈ 1.
4 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We discussed the General Relativity effects in the observed
emission of the spot model. The primary flux was included
and the mutual normalizations were treated within the
framework of a simple yet self-consistent scheme. About half
of the isotropic primary flux hits the spot and is reprocessed
(this has been computed by a Monte-Carlo scheme), and
part of the reprocessed radiation is re-emitted towards the
observer. The radiation is influenced by the relativistic ef-
fects before reaching the observer (these have been treated
in terms of the transfer function of the KY code, see Dovcˇiak
et. al. 2004b). As an example of the two sets of parameters
(a Schwarzschild black hole versus an extremally spinning
Kerr black hole) we find that all components of the transfer
function — the energy shifts (Doppler and gravitational),
aberration effects (which are in the interplay with the limb
darkening/brightening laws) and the lensing — are impor-
tant and need to be taken into account. As the spot is orbit-
ing rapidly in the inner regions of the accretion disc, timing
is also essential. Motion results in the delay amplification,
which is again in a complex interplay with the bending of
light near the black hole; this is described by eq. (5).
We would like to emphasize that whereas the signifi-
cance of the energy shift and lensing effect has already been
widely studied, the effect of the finite light travel time has
not been discussed much, in spite of the fact that it signif-
icantly affects the resulting signal and causes an additional
enhancement of the observed flux, especially in the case of
a fast-rotating black hole. Although this light time effect
arises as an immediate consequence of the finite velocity of
light, its mutual interplay with the light bending and focus-
ing is rather complicated. We thus examined this time delay
amplification in some detail. Our results also confirm what
has been long suspected, namely, that the local reprocessing
in the disc medium and the signal propagation through the
curved spacetime are all mutually interconnected in a rather
complex manner.
We have demonstrated that various integral character-
istics of the spectral features (such as equivalent widths)
are at best moderately sensitive to the black hole rotation.
The equivalent width could be significantly amplified in our
model only if the primary emission were beamed towards the
disc, thus decreasing the observed primary emission. Both
the ratio of the observed reflected to the observed primary
flux and the hardness ratio are amplified when compared to
the values for the intrinsic (local) emission.
In addition to the shown cases, we also performed our
computations for some other values of the spin of the black
hole and orbital radius of the spot. We found out that the
results do not differ significantly for different spin when
the radius is kept the same. We examined the cases with
a = 0.998GM/c3 and a = 0GM/c3 with r = 7GM/c2
and the cases with a = 0.998GM/c3 and a = 0.93GM/c3
with r = 3GM/c2 (the spin in the latter case could not
be lower if the spot should be above the marginally stable
orbit). Moreover, the spectral characteristics depend on the
orbital radius mainly close to the black hole whereas father
away their variability either does not change significantly or
slowly decreases.
The main conclusions of this work are summarized as
follows.
(i) All general and special relativistic effects are impor-
tant, none of them can be neglected.
(ii) The EW, apart for the extreme cases of high inclina-
tions, does not differ significantly from the local EW, how-
ever it varies even for low inclination of 30◦ by up to 30%
when compared with its mean value for the whole orbit.
(iii) The variability of the reflected to the primary flux
ratio and hardness ratio changes rapidly with the radius if
the spot orbits close to the black hole.
(iv) The spin of the black hole affects significantly our
results only as far as it determines the location of the
marginally stable orbit.
It follows from the last two points that the flux ratios could
be used for estimating the lower limit of possible values of
the spin parameter if the flare arises in the close vicinity of
the black hole.
We must emphasize that nowadays X-ray satellite ob-
servatories usually do not have enough sensitivity to be suit-
able for real fitting with our model. However, future satellite
missions like XEUS or CONSTELLATION-X will enable to
spectroscopically follow the motion of individual spots close
to the innermost stable orbit in active galactic nuclei (Goos-
mann et al. 2007). The azimuthally-dependent effects on the
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iron line band that we investigate in this paper can thus
be used to constrain the emission structure and the metric
around supermassive black holes.
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